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Abstract
In this work, a trajectory tracking controller structure for a system
composed of a load and an aerial vehicle, which are connected by a rope,
is presented. The main goal is to design a controller that guarantees
that the load tracks a desired trajectory asymptotically. The load is
modeled as a point mass while the aerial vehicle is assumed to be fully
actuated. The load and the aerial vehicle are connected via a ropelike
structure of fixed length that can only withstand tensile forces along its
orientation. This system can be transformed into a form that resembles
the form of systems used to describe underactuated aerial vehicles. A
backstepping procedure is used to design a nonlinear control law which
is based on a controller for a double integrator. A bounded control
law for double integrators is developed such that the position of the
load converges to the desired trajectory for initial positions that are
arbitrarily far away from the desired trajectory. The proposed controller
structure has been verified both in simulations and with experiments
using quadcopters at the Smart Mobility Lab at KTH.
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1. Introduction

The objective of this thesis is to develop a control law that guarantees that a
load suspended from a UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle) tracks a desired trajectory
asymptotically. For this controller an analytical and numerical analysis is performed
and the algorithm is tested on quadcopters in the Smart Mobility Lab at KTH.
Although this work is focused on quadcopters, the results hold for other multicopters
and helicopter-like aerial vehicles, as the model used throughout this work is generic.

This research was part of Aeroworks. The goal of the Aeroworks-project is
to create “collaborative Aerial Robotic Workers” that can perform infrastructure
inspection and maintenance tasks [1].

1.1. Related Work

Over the last years, unmanned quadcopters and other multicopters have been used
frequently in research in various areas including many aspects of automatic control.
They typically consist of four or more propellers that are mounted in one plane
on parallel axes and are directly attached to electrical motors. Multicopters are
controlled by adjusting the speed of the propellers individually. Their ability to
be used in relatively small spaces, their lower mechanical complexity compared to
conventional helicopters and the cheap availability of components such as batteries
with sufficient capacity, motor controllers and inertial measurement units have
contributed to the recent increase in popularity of quadcopters for research and
hobby purposes.

The following sections give an overview of some of the research that has already
been performed using quadcopters and comparable aerial vehicles. Section 1.1.1
focuses on modeling and control of quadcopters in situations when their behavior
is not affected by specific tasks like the transportation or manipulation of objects.
In Section 1.1.2 research on various (potential) applications of quadcopters and
other UAVs, such as surveillance or manipulation, is discussed. The last section,
Section 1.1.3, focuses on work that is similar to this thesis in that it studies loads
that are suspended from aerial vehicles.
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1. Introduction

1.1.1. Control of Quadcopters
For the control of quadcopters, numerous approaches have been tested. A control
law for quadcopters is described in [2]. This article also includes a discussion of
the effects that are relevant for accurate models of quadcopters. Furthermore, it
also covers the estimation of the position and attitude of quadcopters and proposes
a way to generate optimal trajectories. It uses cascade control with separate and
relatively simple control laws to control the dynamics of the motors, the attitude of
the quadcopter and its position. In [3] LQG control based on a linearized model of
the dynamics of a quadcopter is used for stabilizing a quadcopter. For tracking the
position of the quadcopter, two fixed cameras and several markers with different
colors on the quadcopters are used. [4] presents a combination of MPC (model
predictive control) for position control and a nonlinear H∞-controller for attitude
control. The controller structure presented in [5] uses MPC based on a linearization
of the full model at the current state.
Many controller structures presented in literature are based on a backstepping

approach to create controller structures that guarantee convergence of both position
and attitude. In the case of [6], the states to represent the attitude of the quadcopter
are chosen to be the angles and the model includes the dynamics of the propellers. As
demonstrated in [7], a backstepping approach can be combined with adaptive control
to compensate for unknown parameters of the quadcopter. Another backstepping
controller for quadcopters is presented in [8]. Like most of the previously discussed
control laws, it uses the rotation matrix to represent the attitude of the quadcopter.
A similar approach is taken in [9], but here the control law is designed in a way
that guarantees an upper bound on the control inputs even when the control errors
in terms of position or velocity are large.

1.1.2. Applications of UAVs
Aside from the research on stabilization of quadcopters or trajectory tracking, a sig-
nificant amount of research discusses how quadcopters and other UAVs (unmanned
aerial vehicles) can perform specific tasks.
In many cases, UAVs are used for tasks that involve coverage or surveillance

problems. For example, in [10] a strategy for (almost) time-optimal coverage of
simple 3D objects by a UAV that is moving with constant speed is discussed. As
described in [11], quadcopters can use onboard cameras in combination with inertial
sensors for navigation, such that no external motion tracking or GPS is required.
The same article also describes how quadcopters can create maps of previously
unknown terrain.

Other tasks that can be performed by quadcopters include the manipulation of
other physical objects. [12] describes a controller for a quadcopter that moves a
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1.2. Notation

manipulator that is in contact with another object along the surface of the object.
As shown in [13], grasping of objects from the ground is achieved with a small UAV
in the form of a conventional helicopter that is controlled with a PID controller.
Adaptive control can be used to compensate for the forces from the manipulator
that affect the quad, which is described in [14]. A controller for quadcopters
with fixed manipulators to move a cart on rails is introduced in [15]. It is also
possible to combine several quads to transport a single object. [16] demonstrates
this on several quads that are rigidly connected to different points of a single load
(with some margin of one-dimensional movement) and can carry the load. For
this purpose a sliding mode controller in combination with a trajectory planner
that uses the RRT* algorithm is used. Quadcopters have also been used to build
three-dimensional structures consisting of ropes, as demonstrated by [17].

1.1.3. Suspended Loads on UAVs
A number of controller structures have been proposed to control loads that are
attached to one or several UAVs with a rope. This is interesting from a control
perspective, as the load moves independently and it is usually desirable to reduce
the relative motion between the UAV and the load. In [18], a flatness based
controller for trajectory tracking with a pendulum load is presented. [19] uses
an adaptive controller to compensate for a changing center of gravity. Open-loop
dynamic programming is used to create a trajectory that minimizes oscillation
of the load. A closed loop approach, where the motion of the load is tracked
visually from the helicopter that is used to carry the load, is presented in [20]. The
information from the visual tracking system is used to determine the frequency of
the load sway and thereby the length of the rope. This is used for real-time design
of an input shaper for the feed-forward part and a “delayed resonator”-controller
for damping the oscillations. [21] deals with several quadcopters lifting a single
load. It analyzes the relations in static equilibrium between three quads and a load
that is connected to the quads via ropes. The quadcopters are attached to three
different points of the load. This means the paper discusses how to find positions
for the quads for a given position and orientation of the load and how to find an
orientation and a position of the load for known position of the quads such that
the position of the load is stable in the sense that the load has minimal potential
energy.

1.2. Notation
The following table lists some symbols and notations that are used throughout this
thesis:
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1. Introduction

Symbol Meaning

vk k-th entry of a vector v
0 Zero vector
ek Unit vector where the k-th entry is equal to 1 and all other

entries are zero
I Identity matrix
e Euler’s number
‖v‖ Euclidean norm of a vector v
‖A‖ Spectral norm of a matrix A
infx f(x) Infimum, i. e. greatest lower bound of f for all x
supx f(x) Supremum, i. e. least upper bound of f for all x
λmin(A) Minimal eigenvalue of the matrix A (only used for matrices

where all eigenvalues are real)
λmax(A) Maximal eigenvalue of the matrix A (only used for matrices

where all eigenvalues are real)
Sn Unit n-sphere, i. e. Sn := {x ∈ Rn+1|‖x‖ = 1}
SO(n) Special orthogonal group in dimension n defined as

SO(n) := {M ∈ Rn×n|MTM = I ∧ detM = 1}
S(ω) Skew symmetric matrix. For ω ∈ R this defined as the

2× 2-matrix

S(ω) :=

0 −ω
ω 0

 .

For ω ∈ R3 it is defined as the 3× 3-matrix

S(ω) :=


0 −ω3 ω2

ω3 0 −ω1

−ω2 ω1 0

 .

Some properties of skew symmetric matrices are listed in
Appendix A.3.
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1.2. Notation

Symbol Meaning

S(ω)r The cross product of two vectors ω, r ∈ R3 expressed using
skew symmetric matrices:

ω × r =


ω2r3 − ω3r2

ω3r1 − ω1r3

ω1r2 − ω2r1

 = S(ω)r

∂f(x,y)
∂x

Partial derivative of a function f with respect to its ar-
gument x. For vectorial x, the columns of the derivative
relate to the entries of x and for vectorial f , the rows of the
derivative relate to the entries of f . This means that the
entry in the i-th row and j-th column of ∂f(x,y)

∂x
is defined

as ∂fi(x,y)
∂xj

.
ẋ(t), V̇ (x, t) Total derivative of an expression with respect to time t.

For functions x(t) that depend only on time, this is ẋ :=
dx(t)

dt . For more general expressions V (x, t), this is the
time-derivative of V where x are the trajectories of a given
system with dynamics ẋ = f(x, t), i. e.

V̇ (x, t) := dV (x(t), t)
dt = ∂V (x, t)

∂x
f(x, t) + ∂V (x, t)

∂t
.

LfV Lie derivative of V (x) along the vector field f(x), i. e.
LfV (x) := ∂V (x)

∂x
f(x). For autonomous systems ẋ = f(x)

and functions V (x) that only depend on x, LfV is equiva-
lent to V̇ .

y′(x) Derivative of a function y(x) with respect to its single
argument.

t Time (it will be assumed that t ∈ R+
0 )
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1. Introduction

1.3. Structure of This Thesis
In Chapter 2 of this thesis, a nonlinear control structure to control quadcopters is
presented. This controller structure depends on a position controller for a linear
system that determines the desired acceleration of the quadcopter. Chapter 3
describes and analyzes the use of linear control laws as a position controller. In
Chapter 4, a bounded control law is presented as an alternative that has certain
advantages over the simple linear control law. As shown in Chapter 5, the results
of the previous chapters can be used to design a control law that controls the
position of a load suspended from a quadcopter instead of the quadcopter itself. The
experiments and simulations that have been performed are described in Chapter 6,
and Chapter 7 presents some conclusions from the work on this theses and ideas
for future research.
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2. Controller Design For a Single
Quadcopter

In this chapter, a controller for a quadcopter without a load is presented. The
model used in this chapter is similar to the model for the system of a load that is
attached to a quadcopter. The controller presented in Chapter 5 will be based on
the controller developed in the following sections.

2.1. Two-Dimensional Model of a Quadcopter
In this first step, the quadcopter is assumed to have unit mass to simplify the
mathematical expressions involved. The model has the state x =

(
pT vT rT

)T
∈

R2 × R2 × S1 and the dynamics

ẋ =

ṗv̇
ṙ

 = f(x, T, ω) :=

 v
Tr − ge2
S(ω)r

 , (2.1)

where p(t) ∈ R2 is the position of the quadcopter expressed relative to the canonical
basis {b1, b2} with b1 pointing to the right and b2 pointing upwards. This implies
that a coordinate vector −e2 pointing in the opposite direction or the second
element of the basis represents a downward pointing vector when interpreted in this
coordinate system. The notation ek is used in the analysis of the system as it allows
a simple notation of vectors that are aligned with an axis of the respective reference
frame no matter which reference frame is used (although only one coordinate
system is used for the two-dimensional model). The state v = ṗ ∈ R2 is the velocity
of the quadcopter and the state r ∈ S1 points along the direction of thrust and
denotes the orientation of the quadcopter. The inputs of the systems are the thrust
T (t) ∈ R, which is a force on the quadcopter in the direction of r, and the angular
velocity of the quad ω(t) ∈ R. Gravitation is assumed to exert a force −ge2, where
g ∈ R is the gravitational acceleration and is assumed to be constant. As ṙ = S(ω)r
is always orthogonal to r, this state r will always remain on the unit circle S1 when
the initial value is in S1.
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2. Controller Design For a Single Quadcopter

b1

b2

p

r

θ

Figure 2.1.: Sketch of the 2D model of the quadcopter at position p with angle θ
such that ω = θ̇

While dynamics of p and v are straightforward, the expression S(ω)r for the
rotational movement of the unit vector r is inspired by the discussion of rotational
motion of rigid bodies in [22, p. 51ff.].
It should be noted that this quadcopter model does not allow to control p and

r independently. In fact, the value of Tr is equal to p̈ + ge2, which implies that
the orientation of the quadcopter r is usually be determined by the trajectory p(t)
(assuming positive thrust T and p̈ 6= −ge2). If instead of the angular velocity ω
its derivative ω̇ would be used as an input, the system could be verified as being
underactued (the definition of underactuation is found in literature, e. g. [23, p. 18]).
This system can be transformed by replacing the state r ∈ S1 by a state θ ∈ R

that describes the angle of r. When θ is chosen to be the angle from e2 to r in
counterclockwise direction, the equations of the transformed system are

ṗ = v

v̇ = T

(
− sin θ
cos θ

)
− ge2

θ̇ = ω

and r can be recovered as an output using the equation

r =
(
− sin θ
cos θ

)
.

While this cannot be generalized easily to a three-dimensional system, it provides a
way to simulate the two dimensional system without the risk of r leaving the unit
circle due to numerical errors.
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2.2. Nonlinear Controller for the Two-Dimensional Model

2.2. Nonlinear Controller for the Two-Dimensional
Model

In this section, a nonlinear controller scheme is introduced, that allows the quad-
copter to asymptotically track a desired trajectory p∗(t), i. e.

lim
t→∞

(p(t)− p∗(t)) = 0 ,

when the desired trajectory p∗ and the initial conditions of the system meet certain
conditions.

For the construction of the control law, the dynamics of the control error of the
position

ep(t) := p(t)− p∗(t) (2.2)

and the control error of the velocity

ev(t) := v(t)− ṗ∗(t) (2.3)

will be used. Substituting them into the system dynamics (2.1) yields

ėp = ev

ėv = Tr − ge2 − p̈∗

ṙ = S(ω)r .
(2.4)

The proposed control law is based on a control law Upv(ep, ev) ∈ R2 for a
quadcopter model whose acceleration can be controlled directly in all directions.
This would reduce the dynamics of the quadcopter to

ėp = ev

ėv = Upv(ep, ev)

which is a controlled double integrator with two-dimensional states ep(t) ∈ R2,
ev(t) ∈ R2. For this input the orientation of the quadcopter would not be relevant
and thereby the state r can be omitted. As the control of double integrators is
very well studied, there are many ways to find a control law Upv. If it was possible
to ensure that the expression Tr in the nonlinear model (2.4) is always equal to

U(ep, ev, t) = ge2 + p̈∗(t) + Upv(ep, ev) ,

the quadcopter would actually behave like a double integrator. As this is not always
possible, T is chosen as rTU . If this is plugged into the expression Tr (in (2.4)),
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2. Controller Design For a Single Quadcopter

Tr is equal to rrTU , which is the projection of the desired input U on the current
direction of thrust r. As long as U and r are actually parallel, Tr is equal to U .
Plugging this projected input into the dynamics of ev from (2.4) yields

ėv = rrTU − ge2 − p̈∗

which can be rewritten as

ėv = U − ge2 − (I − rrT)U − p̈∗ .

The expression (I − rrT)U is the projection of U onto a line orthogonal to r. To
guarantee the convergence of the complete system including r, a backstepping
procedure is used. The result of this procedure is summarized in the following
theorem:

Proposition 2.1 (Backstepping for two-dimensional quadcopter model). If a twice
continuously differentiable control law Upv(ep, ev) for a double integrator(

ėp
ėv

)
=
(

ev
Upv(ep, ev)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:f1(ep,ev)

with ep(t), ev(t) ∈ R2 is known such that a twice continuously differentiable radially
unbounded Lyapunov function Vpv(ep, ev) with a negative definite Lf1Vpv exists, then

V (ep, ev, r, t) = Vpv(ep, ev) + w(1− rTr∗(ep, ev, t)) (2.5)

is a Lyapunov function for the systemėpėv
ṙ

 =

 ev
U − ge2 − (I − rrT)U − p̈∗(t)

S(ω)r


︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:fe(ev ,r,U,ω,t)

(2.6)

with state
(
eT
p eT

v rT
)T
∈ R2 × R2 × S1, a three times differentiable desired

trajectory ...
p (t) ∈ R3 and inputs

U(ep, ev, t) = Upv(ep, ev) + ge2 + p̈∗(t) (2.7)
ω(ep, ev, r, t) = kr∗(ep, ev, t)TS(1)r − r∗TS(1)ṙ∗(ep, ev, t)

− ‖U‖
w

∂Vpv(ep, ev)
∂ev

S(1)r
(2.8)
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2.2. Nonlinear Controller for the Two-Dimensional Model

where

r∗(ep, ev, t) := U(ep, ev, t)
‖U(ep, ev, t)‖

, (2.9)

ṙ∗(ep, ev, r, t) =(I − r∗r∗T) U̇

‖U‖
(2.10)

and

U̇(ep, ev, r, t) = ∂Upv(ep, ev)
∂ep

ev

+ ∂Upv(ep, ev)
∂ev

(Upv − (I − rrT)U) + ...
p ∗(t)

(2.11)

such that

V̇ = ∂V (ep, ev, r, t)(
eT
p eT

v rT
)T

ėpėv
ṙ

+ ∂V (ep, ev, r, t)
∂t

= Lf1Vpv − wk(r∗TS(1)r)2 (2.12)

as long as these inputs are well defined (i. e. U = ge2 + p̈∗ − k1ep − k2ev 6= 0) and
w, k > 0.

Proof. The time derivative of the expression

eθ(ep, ev, r, t) := 1− rTr∗

on trajectories of fe as defined in (2.6) is

ėθ := −r∗Tṙ − rTṙ∗ (2.13)

as ṙ∗ (from (2.10)) is the derivative of r∗ on the trajectories of the system fe:

ṙ∗ = (I − r∗r∗T) U̇

‖U‖
(A.1)= d

dt

(
U

‖U‖

)

It should be noted that U̇ given in (2.11) is the time derivative of U on the
trajectories of fe. By (A.2) ṙ∗ can also be written as

ṙ∗ = (I − r∗r∗T)(I − r∗r∗T) U̇

‖U‖
= (I − r∗r∗T)ṙ∗

and can be rewritten using proposition A.1 as

= S(1)r∗ (−r∗TS(1)ṙ∗)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:ω∗

.
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2. Controller Design For a Single Quadcopter

The input (2.8) can be plugged into ṙ = S(ω)r:

ṙ = S(ω)r = S(1)rω

= kS(1)rr∗TS(1)r − S(1)rr∗TS(1)ṙ∗ − S(1)r‖U‖
w

∂Vpv(ep, ev)
∂ev

S(1)r

If these expressions for ṙ and ṙ∗ are plugged into (2.13), it becomes

ėθ = −r∗Tṙ − rTṙ∗

= −kr∗TS(1)rr∗TS(1)r + r∗TS(1)rr∗TS(1)ṙ∗

+ r∗TS(1)r‖U‖
w

∂Vpv(ep, ev)
∂ev

S(1)r

+ rTS(1)r∗r∗TS(1)ṙ∗

which can be simplified by exploiting skew symmetry (r∗TS(1)rr∗TS(1)ṙ∗ =
−rTS(1)r∗r∗TS(1)ṙ∗), using (2.9) and reordering scalar valued expressions

= −kr∗TS(1)rr∗TS(1)r + 1
w

∂Vpv(ep, ev)
∂ev

S(1)rUTS(1)r

and then rewritten using (A.3) as

= −kr∗TS(1)rr∗TS(1)r + 1
w

∂Vpv(ep, ev)
∂ev

(I − rrT)U

Then the time derivative V̇ of V (ep, ev, r, t) as defined in (2.5) on the trajectories
of the closed loop system is

V̇ = ∂Vpv(ep, ev)
∂ep

ev + ∂Vpv(ep, ev)
∂ev

(Upv(ep, ev)− (I − rrT)U) + wėθ

= Lf1Vpv − wk(r∗TS(1)r)2

In the following discussion, it will be assumed, that U never approaches zero.
Two different methods to guarantee that this is true at every point of the state
trajectory are discussed in Section 3.3 and Chapter 4. It should be noted that the
continuity of fe guarantees the (local) existence of solutions (for a proof see e. g.
[24]).
The input for ω stated in (2.8) consists of three summands. The first one,

kr∗TS(1)r, acts as a feedback term with a gain k that drives r towards the
desired value r∗. The second one, −r∗TS(1)ṙ∗, is a feedforward term that is
necessary to guarantee that the controlled system follows the desired trajectory.
The term −‖U‖

w
∂Vpv(ep,ev)

∂ev
S(1)r is a result of the backstepping procedure and is used

to compensate for the effects of the difference between the desired and the actual
value of r in the derivative of the Lyapunov function.
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2.3. Extension of the Model and Controller to Three Dimensions

2.2.1. Proof of Convergence Using Barbalat’s Lemma
Based on proposition 2.1, the convergence of the controlled system can be proven
assuming that the requirements stated in proposition 2.1 are met.
The time derivative of V is Lf1Vpv − wk(r∗TS(1)r), which is zero when ep = 0,

ev = 0 and r = ±r∗ and negative otherwise. This means, that the value of V will
always stay bounded from above by its initial value. V is also bounded from below
(by 0). As r∗TS(1)r is bounded (it is always in the interval [0, 1]), the value of
Vpv remains bounded. For radially unbounded Vpv, this implies that ep and ev are
bounded too. The third state, r, is bounded as well as it is a unit vector. As all
states remain bounded and the second derivative of Vpv(ep, ev) is continuous, the
second derivative of V along the trajectories of the system is also bounded. By
Barbalat’s Lemma [25, Lemma 8.2 p. 323] this means that V̇ converges to zero, i. e.
limt→∞ V̇ (ep(t), ev(t), r(t), t) = 0.

As V̇ is composed of two nonpositive summands Lf1Vpv(ep, ev) and−wk(r∗TS(1)r)2.
Both these expressions need to converge to zero when V̇ converges to zero. As
Lf1Vpv(ep, ev) converges to zero and is negative definite (and ep and ev stay bounded),
ep and ev converge to zero. As −wk(r∗TS(1)r)2 converges to zero, r can approach
either r∗, in which case V converges to zero, or to −r∗, in which case V converges
to 2w. This means that there are two state trajectories,

xe1(t) =

 0
0

r∗(t)

 and xe2(t) =

 0
0

−r∗(t)

 ,

at which V is constant. As V̇ is always negative, the system will converge to
V = 0 for all states with V (ep, ev, r, t) < 2w and the (time dependent) set of states
{(eT

p , e
T
v , r

T)T|V (ep, ev, r, t) < 2w} is part of the region of attraction of xe1(t). It
should be noted that xe2 is on the boundary of the region of attraction of xe1 and
therefore cannot be stable.
ep and ev are defined in (2.2) and (2.3) as the differences between the actual and

the desired position and velocities. As ep and ev converge to zero, the actual trajec-
tories of the two-dimensional system (2.1) will converge to the desired trajectories
if is controlled with the control law T = rTU (with U as defined in (2.7)) and ω as
defined in (2.8).

2.3. Extension of the Model and Controller to Three
Dimensions

The two-dimensional model from the previous sections can be extended to a three-
dimensional model that uses a state consisting of the position p(t) ∈ R3, the

17



2. Controller Design For a Single Quadcopter

b1b2

b3

p

b′1

b′2

b′3

Figure 2.2.: Sketch of the orientation of the body reference frame with basis
{b1, b2, b3} relative to the quadcopter

b2

b3

ψ

θ

θ

φ

φ
b′3

b′2

b′1

b1

ψ

Figure 2.3.: Euler angles between inertial frame with basis {b1, b2, b3} and body
frame with basis {b′1, b′2, b′3}

velocity v(t) ∈ R3 and the rotation matrix R(t) ∈ SO(3). p and v are expressed
with respect to the canonical basis {b1, b2, b3} where b3 is pointing upwards (i. e. in
the opposite direction of gravity). R describes the orientation of the quadcopter. It
is defined as the rotation matrix that transforms vectors from the body coordinate
frame of the quadcopter with basis {b′1, b′2, b′3} to the inertial reference frame. b′1 is
considered to be pointing towards the front of the quadcopter, b′2 is pointing to its
left and b′3 into the direction of thrust.
To transform a vector from the body reference frame to the inertial reference

frame, it has to be rotated around b′1 by the value of the roll angle φ, then rotated
around the second axis of the newly obtained coordinate system by the value of the
pitch angle θ and finally rotated around b3 by the value of the yaw angle ψ. This
means that the rotation matrix R can be written as the product of three rotation

18



2.3. Extension of the Model and Controller to Three Dimensions

matrices that only depend on one angle:

R =

cosψ − sinψ 0
sinψ cosψ 0

0 0 1


 cos θ 0 sin θ

0 1 0
− sin θ 0 cos θ


1 0 0

0 cosφ − sinφ
0 sinφ cosφ



=

cψ c θ − sψ cφ+ cψ s θ sφ sψ sφ+ cψ s θ cφ
sψ c θ cψ cφ+ sψ s θ sφ − cψ sφ+ sψ s θ sφ
− s θ c θ sφ c θ cφ


(c and s are used as shorthands for cos and sin).1 For a sketch of this transformation
see figure 2.3.
Using these components of the state, the 3D dynamics of a quadcopter can be

written as

ṗ = v

v̇ = Tr − ge3

Ṙ = RS(ω)

where r(t) = R(t)e3 ∈ S(2) is the orientation of the quadcopter in the inertial
reference frame (this is equivalent to the last column of R(t)). The time derivative
of r(t) is ṙ(t) = Ṙ(t)e3 = RS(ω)e3. The inputs are again T and ω, where the
thrust T is still a scalar whereas the angular velocity ω is now a vector in R3. It
represents the angular velocity of the quadcopter in the body reference frame of the
quadcopter (with the angular velocity ωI = Rω expressed in the inertial reference
frame, the dynamics would be Ṙ = RS(RTωI) = S(ωI)R). The choice of ω as an
input of the system can be useful, as many quadcopters have internal control loops
that can accept a desired angular velocity as an input.

This model can be considered a simplification of the model presented in [2]. The
aerodynamic forces in the rotor plane are neglected, such that acceleration caused
by the rotors is simply Tr. Equation (1c) in [2, p. 21] is the same as Ṙ = RS(ω)
while using a slightly different notation. This is also a natural extension of the
dynamics in the two-dimension model in Section 2.1 based on [22, p. 51ff.]. An
equation equivalent to (1d) is not present in this model as the angular velocity ω is
assumed to be the input of the system (as opposed to being a state that is affected
by moments).
In the following, the control law for the two-dimensional case (see Section 2.2)

will be adapted to this three-dimensional model. As in the two-dimensional case,
the system is transformed by using control errors ep(t) ∈ R3 and ev(t) ∈ R3 as

1While this choice of Euler angles is used in many articles, e. g. [4, 6, 7, 18], in others, like [2,
15], a different sequence of rotations is chosen.
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2. Controller Design For a Single Quadcopter

defined in (2.2) and (2.3). Again, the input T is obtained by projecting the desired
force

U(ep, ev, t) = ge3 + p̈∗(t) + Upv(ep, ev) ,

onto the orientation of the quadcopter r, i. e. T = rTU . Instead of a control law of a
two-dimensional double integrator, Upv(ep, ev) needs to be a control law for a three-
dimensional double integrator. Based on these substitutions, a three-dimensional
equivalent of proposition 2.1 can be stated:

Proposition 2.2 (Backstepping for three-dimensional quadcopter model). If a
twice continuously differentiable control law Upv(ep, ev) for a double integrator(

ėp
ėv

)
=
(

ev
Upv(ep, ev)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:f1(ep,ev)

with ep(t), ev(t) ∈ R3 is known such that a twice continuously differentiable radially
unbounded Lyapunov function Vpv(ep, ev) with a negative definite Lf1Vpv exists, then

V (ep, ev, r, t) = Vpv(ep, ev) + w(1− rTr∗(ep, ev, t)) (2.14)

is a Lyapunov function for the system with dynamics

ėp = ev

ėv = U − ge3 − (I − rrT)U − p̈∗(t)
Ṙ = RS(ω)

with the components ep(t), ev(t) ∈ R3 and R(t) ∈ SO(3) of the state, a three times
differentiable desired trajectory ...

p (t) ∈ R3 and inputs

U(ep, ev, t) = Upv(ep, ev) + ge3 + p̈∗(t) (2.15)
ω(ep, ev, r, t) = kRTS(r)r∗ +RTS(r∗)ṙ∗

− ‖U‖
w

RTS(r)
(
∂Vpv(ep, ev)

∂ev

)T

+ s(t)e3
(2.16)

where s is an arbitrary continuous real valued input, r(t) = R(t)e3,

r∗(ep, ev, t) := U(ep, ev, t)
‖U(ep, ev, t)‖

, (2.17)

ṙ∗(ep, ev, r, t) =(I − r∗r∗T) U̇

‖U‖
(2.18)
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2.3. Extension of the Model and Controller to Three Dimensions

and

U̇(ep, ev, r, t) = ∂Upv(ep, ev)
∂ep

ev

+ ∂Upv(ep, ev)
∂ev

(Upv − (I − rrT)U) + ...
p ∗(t)

(2.19)

such that

V̇ = ∂V (ep, ev, r, t)(
eT
p eT

v rT
)T

ėpėv
ṙ

+ ∂V (ep, ev, r, t)
∂t

= Lf1Vpv − wk‖S(r)r∗‖2 (2.20)

as long as these inputs are well defined (i. e. U = ge3 + p̈∗ − k1ep − k2ev 6= 0) and
w, k > 0.

The proof of this proposition uses the same ideas as the proof of proposition 2.1.
Again U̇ (2.19) and ṙ (2.18) are the derivatives of U (2.15) and r (2.17) on the
trajectories of the controlled nonlinear system. Calculating the time derivative of
the expression eθ(ep, ev, r, t) := 1− rTr∗(ep, ev, t) now yields

ėθ = −r∗Tṙ − rTṙ∗

which can be rewritten by plugging in (2.18) with (I−r∗r∗T) U̇
‖U‖

(A.5)= S(r∗)S
(

U̇
‖U‖

)
r∗,

ṙ = RS(ω)e3 with ω from (2.16) and using the equation

r∗TRS

‖U‖
w

RTS(r)
(
∂Vpv(ep, ev)

∂ev

)T
 e3

= r∗TS(r)S(r)‖U‖
w

(
∂Vpv(ep, ev)

∂ev

)T

= − 1
w

∂Vpv(ep, ev)
∂ev

S(r)S(U)r

(A.5)= − 1
w

∂Vpv(ep, ev)
∂ev

(I − rrT)U

as

ėθ = −k‖S(r)r∗‖2 − 1
w

∂Vpv(ep, ev)
∂ev

(I − rrT)U .

Plugging this expression into the total time derivative of the V yields (2.20).
As all properties that were used in the proof of convergence for the two-

dimensional system in Section 2.2.1 also hold in the three-dimensional case, the
same results still apply.
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2. Controller Design For a Single Quadcopter

A difference between the control laws for the two- and three-dimensional models
is the summand s(t)e3 in ω (2.16). It is equivalent to a rotation around the vector
r. As such it does not affect the direction of thrust (which is always parallel to r)
and therefore does not affect the position of the quadcopter.
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3. Linear Position Control Laws
The control laws described in the previous chapter (see proposition 2.1 and propo-
sition 2.2) depend on a position control law Upv(ep, ev) for double integrators(

ėp
ėv

)
=
(

ev
Upv(ep, ev)

)

where Upv(ep, ev), ep(t) and ev(t) are elements of R2 or R3. In addition to the
control law itself (with some smoothness assumptions), a Lyapunov function for
this system needs to be available.

The control of a double integrator is a standard problem in control theory. Many
different approaches to control double integrators are discussed in literature. In
[26], an overview and a comparison of some of these approaches is available. This
chapter describes methods to control double integrators using simple linear control
laws for scalar double integrators and discusses their properties.

3.1. Control of More-Dimensional Double
Integrators

If l control laws uk with k = 1, . . . , l for systems

ẋ = fk(xk, uk) :=
(

vk
uk(pk, vk)

)

with states xk =
(
pk vk

)T
where pk(t), vk(t) ∈ R, uk(pk, vk) ∈ R and scalar

functions Vk(xk) are known, then the Lie derivative of V := ∑l
k=1 Vk(xk) w. r. t. the

dynamics of

ẋ = f(x, u) :=



v1
v2
...
vl

u1(p1, v1)
u2(p2, v2)

...
ul(pl, vl)


(3.1)
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3. Linear Position Control Laws

with state x =
(
p1 p2 . . . pl v1 v2 . . . vl

)T
is

LfV =
l∑

k=1
Lfk

Vk .

This means that V is positive (semi-)definite if (and only if) all Vk are positive
(semi-)definite and LfV is negative (semi-)definite if (and only if) all Lfk

Vk are
negative (semi-)definite. This can be used to generalize stability properties for
scalar double integrators that are found by using Lyapunov’s indirect method (see
e. g. [25, p. 139 theorem4.7]) to more-dimensional double integrators.

3.2. Control Laws and Lyapunov Functions for
Scalar Double Integrators

All linear control laws for double integrators p̈ = u (where p(t), u(p, ṗ) ∈ R) can
be written as u = −k1p− k2ṗ. If p is considered to be the output of this system,
this is a PD-controller. This is a common controller structure for the control of
mechanical systems (see e. g. [27, p. 141ff.] and [22, p. 193ff.]). As described in
literature that covers linear control theory, e. g. [28], this system is asymptotically
stable when the real parts of the roots of its characteristic polynomial s2 + k2s+ k1
are negative. The Hurwitz criterion [29] (or in this case explicitly calculating the
roots) can be used to determine that the controlled double integrator is stable
whenever k1 and k2 are positive.

The closed loop system has the form(
ṗ
v̇

)
= f(x) :=

(
0 1
−k1 −k2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:A

x =
(

v
−k1p− k2v

)

with state x(t) =
(
p(t) v(t)

)T
, k1,2 > 0. By [25, p. 136 theorem4.6] there is

a positive definite symmetric P ∈ R2×2 for every negative definite symmetric
Q ∈ R2×2 such that PA + ATP = Q. This means that for every chosen k1,2 > 0
and quadratic negative definite lie derivative LfV (x) = xTQx a Lyapunov function
V (x) = xTPx with LfV = xT(PA + ATP )x can be found. The solution of the
Lyapunov equation PA+ ATP = Q with

Q =
(
q1 q2
q2 q3

)
is

P =
−k2

1q3+2k1k2q2−k1q1−k2
2q1

2k1k2
− q1

2k1

− q1
2k1

−k1q3−q1
2k1k2

 .
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3.2. Control Laws and Lyapunov Functions for Scalar Double Integrators

Alternatively it is possible to find rules that guarantee additional properties or
more compact mathematical expressions. In the following two such rules that use
a Lyapunov function of the form

V = 1
2x

T
(
w0 w1
w1 w2

)
x

will be presented. The matrix (
w0 w1
w1 w2

)

has the characteristic polynomial λ2 + (−w0 − w2)λ+ w0w2 − w2
1 and is positive

definite for w0 + w2 > 0 ∧ w0w2 − w2
1 > 0 (that is, when the trace trace and

determinant of the matrix are positive). Note that these conditions require w0 and
w2 to be positive. Choosing w0 = 1 yields

V = 1
2p

2 + w1pv + 1
2w2v

2

and

LfV = pv + w1(−k1p
2 − k2pv + v2) + w2(−k1pv − k2v

2)
= −w1k1p

2 + (1− w1k2 − w2k1)pv + (w1 − w2k2)v2

= −
(
p v

)( w1k1
w1k2+w2k1−1

2
w1k2+w2k1−1

2 w2k2 − w1

)(
p
v

)
.

The first rule consists of choosing the controller parameters such that k1,2 > 0
and 4k1 − k2

2 > 0 hold and setting the parameters of the Lyapunov function
to w1 = k2

2k1
and w2 = 1

k1
. This choice guarantees stability and the equation

LfV (p, v) = −k2V (p, v) holds. This implies that the value of the Lyapunov
function on the trajectories of the system is an exponential function of the form
ce−k2 where the constant c depends on the initial conditions.

Alternatively, it is possible to choose w1 > 0, k2 ∈ (0, 1
w1

), w2 ≥ w1
k2

(⇒ w2 > w2
1)

and k1 = 1−w1k2
w2

. This also results in an asymptotically stable control law with a
positive definitive Lyapunov function and the comparatively simple expression for
its time derivative

LfV (p, v) = −w1
1− w1k2

w2
p2 − (w2k2 − w1)v2 ,

which is negative definite.
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3. Linear Position Control Laws

3.3. Initial Conditions That Guarantee U 6= 0 for
Linear Feedback

For the design of the controllers in Chapter 2 it was assumed that the desired
force on the quadcopter U(ep, ev, t) = ge3 + p̈(t) + Upv(ep, ev) (or U(ep, ev, t) =
ge2 + p̈(t) + Upv(ep, ev) for the two dimensional controller) is never equal to zero.
However, the controller itself does not give such a guarantee. In fact, even when the
control error has converged to zero, U can still be equal to zero when the desired
trajectory p̈(t) cancels out the gravitational force ge3. The problem with this
“free fall” scenario is that the desired orientation r∗ of the quadcopter is not well
defined. For linear position control laws (and quadratic, positive definite Lyapunov
functions), it is possible to find initial conditions and conditions on p̈∗ such that
U = ge3 + p̈∗ − k1ep − k2ev 6= 0.
Sublevel sets of Lyapunov functions are positively invariant sets. Therefore if

a sublevel set of the Lyapunov function is known such that U(ep, ev, t) cannot be
equal to zero, then U 6= 0 will hold for all times (however, this set also have to
depend on p̈). In order to find the largest sublevel set that has this property, an
optimization problem will be formulated. If the minimal value of the Lyapunov
function Vpv(ep, ev) for the double integrator s. t. U(ep, ev, t) = 0 is possible is
known, then for all smaller values of Vpv U 6= 0 will hold (and all sublevel sets of
Vpv(ep, ev) greater or equal to this value contain points with U(ep, ev, t) = 0). This
optimization problem is considered at every point in time and the minimal sublevel
set is chosen.
With

b(t) := ge3 + p̈∗(t)
and a control law Upv = −k1ep− k2ev the condition U(ep, ev, t) 6= 0 is equivalent to(

k1I k2I
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:A

(
ep
ev

)
= b(t) .

Then the optimization problem can be formulated as a QP in standard form (see
[30, p. 522]):

c(t) = min
ep,ev

1
2
(
eT
p eT

v

)
P

(
ep
ev

)

s. t. A

(
ep
ev

)
= b(t)

and the KKT conditions with x =
(
eT
p eT

v

)T
are(

P AT

A 0

)(
x∗

ν∗

)
=
(

0
b

)
.
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3.3. Initial Conditions That Guarantee U 6= 0 for Linear Feedback

x∗ is the optimal value for x (ν∗ is corresponding Lagrange dual variable). The
values of these variables are

x∗ = P−1AT(AP−1AT)−1b ν∗ = −(AP−1AT)−1b

with the minimum having a value of

c(t) = 1
2x
∗TPx∗ = 1

2b(t)
T(AP−1AT)−1b(t) .

As (AP−1AT)−1 is positive definite, c is positive as long as b 6= 0 (or equivalently
p̈∗ 6= −ge3). When ep and ev are within the open sublevel set {(ep, ev)|Vpv(ep, ev) <
c}, then U 6= 0 holds. As the overall Lyapunov function for the nonlinear system
V (ep, ev, r, t) from (2.14) is greater or equal than V1(ep, ev) for all ep, ev, r. This
means for all 0 ≤ eθ ≤ 2, c the property

{(ep, ev)|V (ep, ev, r, t) < c} ⊆ {(ep, ev)|Vpv(ep, ev) < c}

holds. This means that U 6= 0 as long as V (ep, ev, r, t) < c. If we choose an
initial value in the set c∞ = supt c(t), then for all initial conditions in the set
{(ep, ev, r)|V (ep, ev, r, t) < c∞} this U will always be unequal to zero as the value
of the Lyapunov function V (ep, ev, r, t) is non-increasing. If this holds for the initial
conditions, it will hold for all times. The initial set will be non-empty for all c > 0
when there is a positive lower bound on a norm of the difference between p̈∗ and
−ge3.
For more intuitive results c(t) can be lower bounded:

‖b‖2λmin(P )
2‖A‖2 = ‖b‖2

2‖A‖2λmax(P−1) ≤
‖b‖2

λmax(2AP−1A)

= 1
2λmin((AP−1AT)−1)‖b‖2 ≤ 1

2b
T(AP−1AT)−1b = c

and Vpv(ep, ev) can be upper bounded by

1
2λmax(P )

∥∥∥∥∥
(
ep
ev

)∥∥∥∥∥
2

.

Plugging these expressions into the condition Vpv(ep, ev) < c yields

λmax(P )
∥∥∥∥∥
(
ep
ev

)∥∥∥∥∥
2

<
‖b‖2λmin(P )
‖A‖2

⇔ ‖b‖2 >
λmax(P )
λmin(P )

∥∥∥∥∥
(
ep
ev

)∥∥∥∥∥
2

‖A‖2

⇔
∥∥∥∥∥
(
ep
ev

)∥∥∥∥∥
2

<
λmin(P )

λmax(P )‖A‖2‖ge3 + p̈∗(t)‖2
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3. Linear Position Control Laws

which is a bound on the euclidean norm of the position and velocity error depending
on the norm of ge3 − p̈(t) (again the time with the most restrictive condition has
to be considered, i. e. inft ‖ge3 + p̈∗(t)‖).
These constraints are significantly limiting the initial conditions, therefore the

following chapter describes an alternative control law that circumvents this limita-
tion.
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4. Bounded Control
As shown in Section 3.3, a set of initial conditions can be found such that
U(ep, ev, t) = ge3 + p̈(t) + Upv(ep, ev) in the nonlinear control laws in Chapter 2 is
not zero and these control laws remain well defined. However, if a position control
law Upv that is bounded such that ‖Upv‖ < ‖ge3 + p̈(t)‖ is guaranteed for all states
ep and ev at any time t, then there is no such restriction on the initial conditions.
Furthermore, the existence of a bound on Upv implies a bound on U as long as the
desired acceleration p̈∗ remains bounded. In this case, there is also a bound on the
thrust T = rTU . In this chapter, a control law that can guarantee such a bound is
presented.

4.1. Bounded Control of a Double Integrator
For the construction of the control law, a scalar double integrator(

ėp
ėv

)
= fb(ep, ev) :=

(
ev
u

)
(4.1)

with ep, ev ∈ R is considered.
Various approaches to find bounded control laws have been discussed in numerous

papers. For example, for a double integrator, a relatively simple control law of
the form u = ρ(h(ep, ev)). Here h is assumed to be linear and ρ is a continuous
saturation function

ρ(s) :=


L
A
s, for −A ≤ s ≤ A

L, for s > A

−L, for s < A

with A,L > 0. For u = ρ(ep + ev) the Lyapunov function V =
∫ ep

0 ρ(s) ds +∫ ep+ev

0 ρ(s) ds+ v2 can be used. However, for many other classes of systems, such
as longer integrator chains, this does not work [31]. Furthermore, it is not possible
to have different saturation functions for ep and ev. As shown in [32], certain
bounded controllers for integrator chains that are based on linear controller design
procedures can keep the integrator states bounded as long as additive disturances
on the states are bounded and there is an upper bound on the value of integrals of
the disturbances over all time intervals. [33] analyzes the input to state stability of
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4. Bounded Control

a double integrator that is controlled by an asymptotically stabilizing linear control
law that is passed through a saturation. It is shown that for arbitrarily small input
disturbances, initial values of a double integrator can be found such that the states
become unbounded.
In the following, a control law that was inspired by the backstepping approach

described in [34] is presented. It uses an additional saturation function σ for the
state ep such that large position errors (i. e. large ep) affect the control input less
than they would in the case of a saturated linear control law. For the same purpose
a function Ω that grows faster than linearly for large ev can be used.
The proposed control law has the form

u(ep, ev) = −ρ(Ω(ev) + σ(ep))− kΨ(ep, ev)
σ(ep)
Ω′(ev)

− σ′(ep)
ev

Ω′(ev)
(4.2)

with

Ψ(ep, ev) :=


ev+σ(ep)

Ω(ev)+σ(ep) , for |ev| ≤ 1
1, otherwise

and k > 0. The functions ρ(s), σ(s) and Ω(s) are scalar real-valued continuously
differentiable functions that have to meet several conditions. Firstly, ρ(s), σ(s) and
Ω(s) have to be equal to zero for s = 0, positive for s > 0 and negative for s < 0.
Furthermore, ρ, σ and its derivative σ′ have to be bounded, specifically

|ρ(s)| ≤ ρ ∀s
sup
s

(σ(s)) < δ

inf
s

(σ(s)) > −δ

|σ′(s)| ≤ σ′ ∀s .

To ensure that Ψ is continuous, Ω is chosen to be the identity function in the
interval [−δ, δ]:

Ψ(ev) = ev ∀ev ∈ [−δ, δ]

This makes Ψ(ep, ev) equal to 1 for ev ∈ [−δ, δ]. As Ω(ev) + σ(ep) never approaches
zero for ev /∈ [−δ, δ], Ψ is as many times continuously differentiable as Ω(ev)+σ(ep).
Another conditions that is required to prove boundedness of the control law is

sup
ev∈R

∣∣∣∣∣ ev
Ω′(ev)

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤M .

Lastly, for the derivative Ω′(ev) of Ω, the equality

Ω′(ev) ≥ 1
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4.1. Bounded Control of a Double Integrator

has to hold for all ev.
As σ(ev) ∈ [−δ, δ], Ω′(ep) ≥ 1 and Ω(0) = 0, it is known that

0 < ev + σ(ep) ≤ Ω(ev) + σ(ep) for ev > δ

and
0 > ev + σ(ep) ≥ Ω(ev) + σ(ep) for ev < δ .

Therefore the absolute value of the denominator of Ψ is always greater or equal
than the absolute value of the numerator. This means that

Ψ(ep, ev) = ev + σ(ep)
Ω(ev) + σ(ep)

≤ 1 ∀(ep, ev)

is guaranteed by the previously stated conditions. (For ev ∈ [−δ, δ] this is trivial
as Ψ(ep, ev) = 1.) By plugging these conditions into the control law (4.2), it can be
seen that

|u(ep, ev)| ≤ ρ+ kδ +Mσ′ ,
which means that there is an upper bound for u(ep, ev) that depends only on the
parameters and functions used in the control law.
The function

V (ep, ev) = k
∫ ep

0
σ(ξ) dξ + 1

2(Ω(ev) + σ(ep))2

is positive definite and will be used to prove that the control law (4.2) asymptotically
stabilizes the system (4.1). Furthermore, σ can be chosen such that

∫ ep

0 σ(ξ) dξ is
positive definite in ep which renders V (ep, ev) positive definite (for typical saturation
function with limep→∞ > 0 and limep→−∞ < 0 this automatically holds). Its Lie
derivative along the trajectories of the closed-loop system is

Lfb
V = ∂V (ep, ev)

∂(ep, ev)

(
ev
u

)
=
(
kσ(ep) + (Ω(ev) + σ(ep))σ′(ep)

(Ω(ev) + σ(ep))Ω′(ev)

)T (
ev
u

)
= kσ(ep)ev + (Ω(ev) + σ(ep))σ′(ep)ev

+ (Ω(ev) + σ(ep))Ω′(ev)
(
− ρ(Ω(ev) + σ(ep))

−k ev + σ(ep)
Ω(ev) + σ(ep)

σ(ep)
Ω′(ev)

− σ′(ep)
ev

Ω′(ev)

)

= kσ(ep)ev + (Ω(ev) + σ(ep))Ω′(ev)
(
− ρ(Ω(ev) + σ(ep))

−k ev + σ(ep)
Ω(ev) + σ(ep)

σ(ep)
Ω′(ev)

)
= −kσ(ep)2 − Ω′(ev)(Ω(ev) + σ(ep))ρ(Ω(ev) + σ(ep))

which is negative definite.
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4.2. Implementation of Bounded Control
To use this bounded control law, it has to be generalized to three-dimensional
double integrators. In this thesis, a simple component wise application of the scalar
control law as shown in (3.1) is used. It should be noted that the resulting control
law is not rotationally invariant and, depending on the chosen coordinate system
and initial condition, a quadcopter might not approach its desired position in a
straight line.

To implement the bounded control law, functions σ, ρ and Ω and the parameter
k need to be chosen. In this process, the derivatives of the control law (4.2)

∂u(ep, ev)
∂ep

= −ρ′(Ω(ev) + σ(ep))σ′(ep)− k
∂Ψ(ep, ev)

∂ep

σ(ep)
Ω′(ev)

− kΨ(ep, ev)
σ′(ep)
Ω′(ev)

− σ′′(ep)
ev

Ω′(ev)
∂u(ep, ev)

∂ev
= −ρ′(Ω(ev) + σ(ep))Ω′(ev)− k

∂Ψ(ε, ev)
∂ev

σ(ep)
Ω′(ev)

+ kΨ(ep, ev)
σ(ep)Ω′′(ev)

(Ω′(ev))2 − σ′(ep)
Ω′(ev)− evΩ′′(ev)

(Ω′(ev))2

can be evaluated at ep = ev = 0

∂u(ep, ev)
∂ep

∣∣∣∣∣ep=0
ev=0

= −ρ′(0)σ′(0)− kσ′(0)

∂u(ep, ev)
∂ev

∣∣∣∣∣ep=0
ev=0

= −ρ′(0)− σ′(0)

to obtain the linearization of the proposed control law at the origin

ulin(ep, ev) = −(ρ′(0)σ′(0) + kσ′(0))ep − (ρ′(0) + σ′(0))ev .

This can be used to design a controller that locally approximates a linear control
law.

As the backstepping controllers given in this thesis depend on the second deriva-
tive of Upv and the control law itself should be continuous, there are additional
requirements on the continuity of the derivatives of the control law. As the first
derivative of Ω appears in the control law, Ω should be three times continuously
differentiable. The functions σ and ρ only need to be twice continuously differen-
tiable.
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4.2. Implementation of Bounded Control

A possible choice for Ω(s) is

Ω1(s) :=



1
24 (4s3 + 18s2 + 52s+ 15) , for s < −2
1
24 (−s4 − 4s3 − 6s2 + 20s− 1) , for −2 ≤ s < −1
s, for −1 ≤ s ≤ 1
1
24 (s4 − 4s3 + 6s2 + 20s+ 1) , for 1 < s ≤ 2
1
24 (4s3 − 18s2 + 52s− 15) , for s > 2

Ω′1(s) =



1
6(13 + 9s+ 3s2), for s < −2
1
6(5− 3s− 3s2 − s3), for −2 ≤ s < −1
1, for −1 ≤ s ≤ 1
1
6(5 + 3s− 3s2 + s3), for 1 < s ≤ 2
1
6(13− 9s+ 3s2), for s > 2

Ω′′1(s) =



s+ 3
2 , for s < −2

−1
2(s+ 1)2, for −2 ≤ s < −1

0, for −1 ≤ s ≤ 1
1/2(−1 + s)2, for 1 < s ≤ 2
−(3/2) + s, for s > 2

Ω′′′1 (s) =



1, for s < −2
−1− s, for −2 ≤ s < −1
0, for −1 ≤ s ≤ 1
−1 + s, for 1 < s ≤ 2
1, for s > 2

.

This function was obtained by integrating

Ω(iv)
1 (s) =



0, for s < −2
−1, for −2 ≤ s < −1
0, for −1 ≤ s ≤ 1
1, for 1 < s ≤ 2
0, for s > 2

with Ω′′′1 (0) = Ω′′1(0) = 0, Ω′1(0) = 1 and Ω1(0) = 0. M can be chosen such that

M ≥ max
ev∈R

∣∣∣∣∣ ev
Ω′1(ev)

∣∣∣∣∣ = 2
√

29
26− 3

√
39

.
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4. Bounded Control

The (first) partial derivatives of Ψ are

∂Ψ(ep, ev)
∂ep

=

0, for |ev| ≤ 1
σ′(ep) Ω(ev)−ev

(Ω(ev)+σ(ep))2 , otherwise

and

∂Ψ(ε, ev)
∂ev

=

0, for |ev| ≤ 1
Ω(ev)+σ(ep)−Ω′(ev)(ev+σ(ep))

(Ω(ev)+σ(ep))2 , otherwise
.

One option to choose σ and ρ is to use piecewise polynomials that include a
linear section:

σ(s) := ρ(s) :=



−1, for s < −3
2

−1
2s

4 − 2s3 − 9
4s

2 − 5
32 , for −3

2 ≤ s < −1
2

s, for −1
2 ≤ s ≤ 1

2
1
2s

4 − 2s3 + 9
4s

2 + 5
32 , for 1

2 < s ≤ 3
2

1, for s > 3
2

σ′(s) = ρ′(s) =



0, for s < −3
2

−2s3 − 6s2 − 9
2s, for −3

2 ≤ s < −1
2

1, for −1
2 ≤ s ≤ 1

2
2s3 − 6s2 + 9

2s, for 1
2 < s ≤ 3

2
0, for s > 3

2

σ′′(s) = ρ′′(s) =



0, for s < −3
2

−6s2 − 12s− 9
2 , for −3

2 ≤ s < −1
2

0, for −1
2 ≤ s ≤ 1

2
6s2 − 12s+ 9

2 , for 1
2 < s ≤ 3

2
0, for s > 3

2

∫ s

0
σ(ξ) dξ =



−21
40 − s, for s < −3

2
− 1

10s
5 − 1

2s
4 − 3

4s
3 − 5

32s−
3

160 , for −3
2 ≤ s < −1

2
1
2s

2, for −1
2 ≤ s ≤ 1

2
1
10s

5 − 1
2s

4 + 3
4s

3 + 5
32s−

3
160 , for 1

2 < s ≤ 3
2

−21
40 + s, for s > 3

2

Alternatively, more compact expressions such as

σ(s) = s√
1 + s2
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4.2. Implementation of Bounded Control

with derivatives

σ′(s) = 1
(1 + s2) 3

2

σ′′(s) = − 3s
(1 + s2) 5

2

σ′′′(s) = −3 + 12s2

(1 + s2) 7
2

and integral ∫ s

0
σ(ξ) dξ =

√
1 + s2 − 1

may be used.
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5. Controller for Fully Actuated
Quadquadcopter With Mass on
Rope

In this chapter, a controller for a load suspended from a fully actuated quadcopter
is developed. The control objective is to ensure that the load asymptotically
follows a given trajectory p∗(t). Full actuation, i. e. direct control of the force U
on the quadcopter in all directions, is assumed, as this is a good approximation
of the behavior of the quadcopter with the internal controller that is used for the
experiments (for a definition of underactuation, see [23, p. 18]). With position
p ∈ R3 of the quadcopter with mass m, position pl ∈ R3 of the load with mass ml,
tension of rope ft and constant length of rope L, the equations for the conservation
of momentum are

p̈ = U

m
− ge3 −

1
m
ft (5.1)

and

p̈l = 1
ml

ft − ge3 . (5.2)

An expression for ft is given later in (5.9) where it is derived from the fact the the
rope length is assumed to be constant. In practice this will only hold when the
tension ft of the rope is positive. Conditions that ensure that this will be the case
are discussed in Section 5.4. For now, the assumption of constant length is enough
and the expression for ft is not relevant.
The dynamics (5.1) and (5.2) can be transformed into the form

ṗl = vl

v̇l = Trl − ge3

ṙl = S(ωl)rl
ω̇l = S(rl)τ

(5.3)

with the new state rl(t) ∈ R3 and the input τ(t) ∈ R3.
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5. Controller for Fully Actuated Quadquadcopter With Mass on Rope

b1b2

b3

pl

p

Figure 5.1.: Sketch of the quadcopter at position p with the load at position pl

This is similar to the form of quadcopter models that assume torque on the
quadcopter as an input, such as the one used in [2, p. 21]. As the control of the
position dynamics is always restricted to the axis of the rope (in this chapter) or
the thrust of the quadcopter (for quadcopter models), the dynamics are always
underactuated (however the attitude dynamics in [2, p. 21] are fully actuated).
It should however be noted that pl is now referring to the position of the load

instead of the position of the quadcopter and rl is not the direction of thrust of the
quadcopter (which is now irrelevant as full actuation of the quadcopter is assumed)
but the direction of the rope. This seems reasonable as the rope determines the
direction of the force on the load.
In the following, the transformation necessary to obtain a system of the form

(5.3) from (5.1) and (5.2) is presented. (5.2) can be rewritten with v := ṗ as

v̇l = 1
ml

ft − ge3 = ‖ft‖
ml︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:Tl

ft
‖ft‖︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:rl

−ge3

and using rl = ft

‖ft‖ = p−pl

‖p−pl‖
with ‖p− pl‖ = L and ωl = S (rl) v−vl

L
yields

ṙl = d
dt

(
p− pl
‖p− pl‖

)
= v − vl

L
− (p− pl)(p− pl)T(v − vl)

L3

=
(
I − rlr

T
l

L2

)
v − vl
L
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5.1. Backstepping

which can be simplified using (A.5)

= S (rl)S
(
v − vl
L

)
rl = S

(
−S

(
v − vl
L

)
rl

)
rl

= S(ωl)rl .

As ‖rl‖ = 1 is constant, ṙl can also be expressed as v−vl

L
:

ω̇l = S(ṙl)
v − vl
L︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

+S(rl)
v̇ − v̇l
L

= S(rl)
1
L

(
U

m
−
( 1
m

+ 1
ml

)
ft

)

which can be simplified to

= S(rl)
1
L

U

m

because rl is parallel to ft. As in the previous models, the position and velocity
dynamics are replaced by the error dynamics with states epl = pl− p∗l , evl = vl− ṗ∗l
which are

ėpl = vl − ṗ∗l
ėvl = Tlrl − (ge3 + p̈∗l )︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:g∗(t)

.

5.1. Backstepping
Now, this system can be written using the state vector

xl(t) =
(
eT
pl(t) eT

vl(t) rT
l (t) ωT

l (t)
)T
∈ R3 × R3 × S2 × R3 ,

where the dynamics are of the form

ẋl =


ėpl
ėvl
ṙl
ω̇l

 = fl(x, t) :=


evl

Tlrl − g∗(t)
S(ωl)rl
S(rl)τ


with inputs Tl(t) and τ(t). As this system is similar to the model of the under-
actuated quadcopter in Section 2.3, a similar strategy to develop a controller is
used. Again, a desired force Ul(epl, evl, t) = Upv(epl, evl) + g∗(t) that depends on a
twice continuously differentiable position control law Upv(ep, ev) ∈ R3 for a double
integrator (

ėp
ėv

)
=
(

ev
Upv(ep, ev)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:f1(ep,ev)
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5. Controller for Fully Actuated Quadquadcopter With Mass on Rope

with states ep(t), ev(t) ∈ R3 and a twice continuously differentiable radially un-
bounded Lyapunov function Vpv(ep, ev) with a negative definite Lf1Vpv is used.
Tl(epl, evl, rl, t) = UT

l rl is the projection of the force on the orientation of the rope,
which allows rewriting the dynamics as

ėvl = Upv − (I − rlrT
l )Ul .

The desired value of rl is r∗l (epl, evl, t) := Ul(epl,evl,t)
‖Ul(epl,evl,t)‖

.
The first time derivative of Ul on the trajectories of the system is

U̇l = ∂Upv
∂epl

evl + ∂Upv
∂evl

ėvl + ġ∗(t)

and the second time derivative is

Ül = d
dt

(
∂Upv
∂epl

)
evl + ∂Upv

∂epl
ėvl

+ d
dt

(
∂Upv
∂evl

)
ėvl

+ ∂Upv
∂evl

(
∂Upv
∂epl

evl + ∂Upv
∂uvl

ėvl

+ (ṙlrT
l + rlṙ

T
l )Ul − (I − rlrT

l )U̇l

+ g̈∗(t) .

(5.4)

The expressions for the Lie derivative of the partial derivatives of U in (5.4) are

d
dt

(
∂Upv
∂epl

)
=

3∑
i=1

∂
(
∂Upv(epl,evl)

∂epl

)
∂epl,i

evl,i +
∂
(
∂Upv(epl,evl)

∂epl

)
∂evl,i

ėvl,i


and

d
dt

(
∂Upv
∂evl

)
=

3∑
i=1

∂
(
∂Upv(epl,evl)

∂evl

)
∂epl,i

evl,i +
∂
(
∂Upv(epl,evl)

∂evl

)
∂evl,i

ėvl,i


where epl,i, evl,i and ėvl,i refer to the i-th element of the respective vectors. When
the Upv is a componentwise controller, i. e. the i-th entry of Upv only depends on
the i-th entries of epl and evl, this can be simplified to

d
dt

(
∂Upv,i
∂epl,i

)
= ∂Upv,i(epl, evl)

∂epl,i∂epl,i
evl,i + ∂Upv,i(epl, evl)

∂epl,i∂evl,i
ėvl,i
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5.1. Backstepping

and

d
dt

(
∂Upv,i
∂evl,i

)
= ∂Upv,i(epl, evl)

∂evl,i∂epl,i
evl,i + ∂Upv,i(epl, evl)

∂evl,i∂evl,i
ėvl,i .

For the backstepping procedure, the Lyapunov function

V (epl, evl, r, ω, t) = Vpv + wr(1− rT
l r
∗
l ) + 1

2wω‖S(rl)(ωl − ω∗l )‖2 (5.5)

is used, where wr and wω are positive constants and ω∗l is a control law that is
derived from the control laws for ω given in Chapter 2:

ω∗l (epl, evl, r, t) = krS(rl)r∗l + S(r∗l )ṙ∗l −
‖Ul‖
wr

S(rl)
(
∂Vpv
∂evl

)T

where kr is a positive constant. With ṙ∗l = (I − r∗l r
∗
l

T) U̇l

‖Ul‖
= (I − r∗l r

∗
l

T)ṙ∗l =
S(r∗l )S(ṙ∗l )r∗l . Its derivative is

ω̇∗l = krS(ṙl)r∗l + krS(rl)ṙ∗l + S(r∗l )r̈∗l

− UT
l U̇l

wr‖Ul‖
S(rl)

(
∂Vpv
∂evl

)T

− ‖Ul‖
wr

S(ṙl)
(
∂Vpv
∂evl

)T

− ‖Ul‖
wr

S(rl)

∂
(
∂Vpv

∂evl

)T

∂epl
evl +

∂
(
∂Vpv

∂evl

)T

∂evl
ėvl


with

r̈∗l = −(ṙ∗l r∗l
T + r∗l ṙ

∗
l

T) U̇l
‖Ul‖

+ (I − r∗l r∗l
T)
(
Ül
‖Ul‖

− U̇lU̇
T
l Ul

‖Ul‖3

)
.

The derivative of the expression 1− rT
l r
∗
l in the Lyapunov function (5.5) is

−rT
l ṙ
∗
l − r∗l

Tṙl = −rT
l S(r∗l )S(ṙ∗l )r∗l − r∗l

TS(ωl)rl
= −rT

l S(r∗l )S(ṙ∗l )r∗l − r∗l
TS(ω∗l )rl − r∗l

TS(ωl − ω∗l )rl .

Plugging in ω∗l yields

= ‖Ul‖
wr

∂Vpv
∂evl

S(rl)S(r∗l )rl − kr‖S(rl)r∗l ‖2 − r∗l
TS(ωl − ω∗l )rl .

If the control law

τ(ep, ev) = wr
wω

r∗l + S(ṙl)(ωl − ω∗l ) + kωS(rl)(ωl − ω∗l )− S(rl)ω̇∗l (5.6)
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with a positive constant kω is used, the time derivative of the third summand of
the Lyapunov function (5.5) along the trajectories of the system is

d
dt

(1
2wω‖S(rl)(ωl − ω∗l )‖2

)
= −wω(ωl − ω∗l )TS(rl)(S(ṙl)(ωl − ω∗l )

+ S(rl)(ω̇l − ω̇∗l ))
= wr(ωl − ω∗l )TS(rl)r∗l
− wωkω‖S(rl)(ωl − ω∗l )‖2 .

Now all components of the time derivative of the Lyapunov function can be put
together:

V̇ = ∂Vpv
∂epl

evl + Vpv
∂evl

(Upv − (I − rlrT
l )Ul) + wr(−rT

l ṙ
∗
l − r∗l

Tṙl)

+ d
dt

(1
2wω‖S(rl)(ωl − ω∗l )‖2

)
= Lfl

Vpv − wrkr‖S(rl)r∗l ‖2 − wωkω‖S(rl)(ωl − ω∗l )‖2

(5.7)

5.2. Proof of Convergence
In the following, a version of the the stability proof in Section 2.2.1 that has been
adapted the the system with a load is presented. For this proof, it will be assumed
that Ul never approaches zero. Section 5.4 discussed conditions such that this will
always true.
The time derivative of V (see (5.7)) can only be zero when epl = 0, evl = 0 and

rl = ±r∗l . Otherwise it is negative. This means that the value of V will always stay
bounded from above by its initial value. V (5.5) is also bounded from below (by 0).
As V has a finite initial value and all its summands are non-negative, the value of
the individual summands will remain bounded by the initial value of V . For radially
unbounded Vpv, this implies that epl and evl are bounded too. The third state, rl,
cannot be unbounded as it is a unit vector. When these states remain bounded
ω∗ will also remain bounded. From the boundedness of ‖S(rl)(ωl − ω∗l )‖ follows
that S(rl)ωl is always bounded. This does not guarantee boundedness of ωl, as a
component of ωl parallel to rl may become unbounded. However this component is
not relevant in any equations (all occurrences can be rewritten as expressions of
S(rl)ωl) and no practical meaning (it would describe the angular velocity of the
quadcopter motion around an axis parallel to a line connecting load and quadcopter).
As all relevant expressions remain bounded and the second derivative of Vpv(epl, evl)
is continuous, the second derivative of V along the trajectories of the system is
also bounded. By Barbalat’s Lemma [25, Lemma 8.2 p. 323] this means that V̇
converges to zero, i. e. limt→∞ V̇ (epl(t), evl(t), rl(t), ωl(t), t) = 0.
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V̇ is composed of nonpositive summands. All of these expressions need to
converge to zero when V̇ converges to zero. As Lf1Vpv(epl, evl) converges to zero
and is negative definite (and epl and evl stay bounded), epl and evl converge to zero.
As ‖S(rl)r∗l ‖2 in (5.7) converges to zero, rl can approach either r∗l , in which case V
converges to zero, or to −r∗l , in which case V converges to 2wr. As V̇ is always
negative, the system will converge to V = 0 for all states with V (epl, evl, rl, ωl, t) <
2wr and rl will r∗l from all sets in the set {(eT

pl, e
T
vl, r

T
l , ωl)T|V (epl, evl, rl, ωl, t) < 2wr}.

epl and evl are defined as the differences between the actual and the desired
positions and velocities. As epl and evl converge to zero, the actual trajectory of the
load will converge to the desired trajectory when it is controlled with the controller
described above.

5.3. Transformation from Tl and τ to U
In the previous section, the control law was given for a transformed system. To
actually implement the control law, the inputs τ (from (5.6)) and Tl need to be
transformed back to the actual input U which acts as a force on the quadcopter.
With z defined as z := p− pl it is possible to write

zTz = L2 | ddt(. . .)

2żTz = 0 | ddt(. . .)

2z̈Tz + 2żTż = 0

as the distance between quadcopter and load is constant. Plugging in the dynamics
(5.1) and (5.2) yields

(p̈− p̈l)T(p− pl) + (ṗ− ṗl)T(ṗ− ṗl) = 0

⇒
(
U

m
−
( 1
m

+ 1
ml

)
ft

)T
(p− pl) + (ṗ− ṗl)T(ṗ− ṗl) = 0

fT
t (p− pl) = mml

m+ml

(
U

m

T
(p− pl) + (ṗ− ṗl)T(ṗ− ṗl)

)
.

The force ft is always parallel to p− pl, which means fT
t (p− pl) = ‖fT

t ‖‖p− pl‖
which implies ‖ft‖ = 1

‖p−pl‖
fT
t (p− pl) and therefore ft = p−pl

‖p−pl‖2f
T
t (p− pl). With

L = ‖p− pl‖ this implies

‖ft‖ = 1
L

mml

m+ml

(
U

m

T
(p− pl) + (ṗ− ṗl)T(ṗ− ṗl)

)
(5.8)
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and

ft = (p− pl)
mml

L2(m+ml)

(
U

m

T
(p− pl) + (ṗ− ṗl)T(ṗ− ṗl)

)
. (5.9)

The component of U that is parallel to rl (and thereby ft) can be determined from
(5.8) with ‖ft‖ = Tlml

Tlml = mml

L(m+ml)

( 1
m
UT
‖ (p− pl) + (ṗ− ṗl)T(ṗ− ṗl)

)

to be
U‖ = rl

(
−m
L

(ṗ− ṗl)T(ṗ− ṗl) + Tl(m+ml)
)

.

As ω̇l = S(rl)τ with τ = U
Lm

, the component of U that is perpendicular to rl is

U⊥ = (I − rlrT
l )τmL

where (I − rlrT
l ) projects τmL on the plane perpendicular to rl as only the perpen-

dicular part is needed and U⊥ is assumed to be perpendicular to rl.
Summing up these expressions yields the control input for the quadcopter

U = U⊥ + U‖ = (I − rlrT
l )τmL+ rl

(
−m
L

(ṗ− ṗl)T(ṗ− ṗl) + Tl(m+ml)
)
.

Another transformation that is necessary to implement the controller, is the
transformation of U from the inertial frame to the body reference frame, as the
inputs of the quadcopter are required to be relative to the orientation of the
quadcopter.

5.4. Guaranteeing Positive Tension of the Rope and
Ul 6= 0

The validity of the model depends on a positive tension Tl = ‖ft‖ of the rope,
because otherwise a real rope will not necessarily have a constant length. Further-
more, the control law depends on Ul = Upv(epl, evl) + ge3 + p̈(t) not approaching
0.

To guarantee that Ul does not approach zero for linear control laws, it is possible
to choose a sublevel set of V such that ‖Upv‖ < ‖ge3 + p̈(t)‖ for all states and all
t as long as p̈(t) does never approach −ge3. The conditions are exactly the same
as those derived in Section 3.3 with the Lyapunov function (5.5) instead of the
Lyapunov function for the quad without load, Ul instead of U and states epv and
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evl instead of ep and ev. Alternatively (and just as in the case of a quadcopter
without load), bounded control with a bound smaller than inft ‖ge3 + p̈(t)‖ can be
used.
When Ul 6= 0 the condition of a positive tension Tl = rT

l Ul > 0 is equivalent
to Tl = rT

l r
∗
l > 0. As its summand wr(1 − rT

l r
∗
l ) is always smaller than the

(nonincreasing) Lyapunov function (5.5) and this summand is smaller than wr
for rlrT

l > 0, an initial condition with V (epl, evl, rl, ωl, t) < wr guarantees that the
tension of the rope will remain positive.
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6. Implementation and
Experimental Results

This chapter summarizes the work that was done with actual quadcopters and
numerical simulations and presents some of the results.

6.1. Simulations
To verify the calculations and the implementation, various simulations in both
Simulink and Python were implemented.
To verify that the implementation is consistent with the theoretical results,

the dynamics of the Lyapunov function were added to the nominal model of
the quadcopter, which allows a comparison between the analytical expression of
the Lyapunov function and the numerically integrated expression for its time
derivative. The simulation in Python achieved errors between the integrated
Lyapunov derivative and the change in the Lyapunov function itself that are
smaller than 1× 10−11 for simulation times of up to one minute and typical initial
conditions. Figure 6.1 shows the results of a simulation where the desired trajectory
is a circle in a horizontal plane. As expected, the position of the load approaches
the desired trajectory. It can be seen that the time that the different coordinates
of the position of the load need to converge differs. This is a consequence of the
componentwise application of the bounded control law. The Lyapunov function
V and its derivative V̇ along the trajectories of the controlled system converge to
zero. The componentwise bounded control law has the effect that every component
of the position of the that is far away from the desired position contributes an
almost constant part to V̇ . Therefore an increase in V̇ can be seen, whenever one
coordinate of the position approaches its desired value.

Additional tests with a modified version of the RotorS simulator have been carried
out. RotorS [35] is based on Gazebo [36] and provides ROS interfaces. RotorS uses
a quadcopter model that is not fully actuated and also models inertia for rotational
movement of the quadcopter. Therefore an additional inner control loop was used
to control the attitude of the quadcopter. In RotorS it is possible to manually
move the quadcopter through the graphical user interface while the simulation is
running. In these simulations, the behavior of the controlled quadcopter matched
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Figure 6.1.: Simulation with the nominal model where the desired trajectory is a
circle in a horizontal plane. The upper plot shows the coordinates of the
position of the load (the dotted line represents the desired trajectory).
The lower plot shows the Lyapunov function and its derivative.
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Figure 6.2.: RotorS simulation of the first component of the position of the load
on trajectories with different initial positions. Different lines represent
different initial positions on the b1-axis.

the expectations based on the theoretical properties of the control law i. e. the
quadcopter moved smoothly back to its desired position even from positions with a
large distance from this desired position.

6.2. Experiments With a Quadcopter
A quadcopter at the Smart Mobility Lab of KTH was used to test how the developed
control law works on a real quadcopter. The quadcopter that was used in this
process was a commercially available iris+ model by 3D Robotics. The controller
was implemented on a PC running Linux. In the Smart Mobility Lab, a motion
capture system by Qualisys is installed. This motion capture system uses twelve
cameras mounted on the ceiling of the lab to track infrared reflecting markers that
can be placed on objects such as the quadcopter or the load that should be tracked.
The information from the motion capture system is available to computers in the
smart mobility lab via the internal computer network. To prevent injuries and
to reduce the risk of damaging the quadcopters and other equipment, a “cage”
consisting of a net on the top and the sides and mattresses on the bottom was built
and used for all experiments with flying quadcopters.
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6.2.1. Configuration and Calibration of the Quadcopter
A significant amount of time was spent trying to increase the reliability and accuracy
of the quadcopter by adjusting its settings.
To reduce a drift of the quadcopter while it was sent neutral input commands

(i. e. a desired acceleration of zero), the parameters related to the measurement of
the position of the quadcopter on board of the quad were modified several times.
The calibration procedures for the internal compass and the inertial measurement,
which consists of a gyroscope and an acceleration sensor, improved the behavior of
the quadcopter. However it was necessary to manually modify parameters of the
on board controller to reduce drifting to a satisfying level.
The quadcopter frequently seemed to suddenly change its characteristics. This

included sudden changes of drift and a sudden low frequency vibration in vertical
movement when controlled with the designed controller. In an attempt to make
the behavior of the quadcopter more reproducible, various GPS related settings
were switched off to make sure that varying levels of GPS signal reception could
not alter the behavior of the quadcopter. However the behavior of the quadcopter
still varied significantly during and between flights. Differences in battery levels
and conditions seemed play a significant role in this, although they can probably
not explain all the issues that were observed during the experiments.

6.2.2. ROS Framework for Experiments
The controller is implemented in Python using the ROS. To perform the tests, an
existing framework was used and modified according to the needs of the testing
procedure. The framework includes communication with the motion capture system
and the quadcopters, several trajectory and controller options and a graphical user
interface. The new controller was integrated into this framework

6.2.3. Implementation of the Control Law
The control law given in Chapter 5 does consider the position of the load and
the quadcopter but it does neither use nor attempt to control their orientation.
However in practice it is desirable to control the orientation of the quadcopter.
Therefore a simple yaw controller was implemented. The yaw controller has the
form

uy = − sin(ψ − ψ∗)

where uy is the rotational velocity of the quadcopter around its third axis and ψ
is the yaw angle as depicted in figure 2.3. As the orientation of the quadcopter
is not part of the model, and the rotation around the direction of thrust has
practically no effect on the acceleration of the quadcopter, this yaw controller has
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no significant effect on the performance of attitude control. While this controller
works relatively well in practice when the quadcopter is in approximately upright
(in this case uy is equal to ψ̇), there is no proof of stability or convergence for the
yaw angle. In fact, the yaw controller will have the opposite effect on the yaw angle
when the quadcopter is upside down (which is irrelevant for relatively slow load
transportation tasks that are considered in this thesis).

6.2.4. Results
In theory, the position of the load should converge for a very wide range of
parameters. In practice, the system reacted fairly sensitively to changes of the
controller parameters. Even in the most successful flights, a significant offset
between the actual and the desired position was present. While some of this might
be caused by the inaccuracies discussed in Section 6.2.1, it seems like the relatively
complex controller structure seems to amplify certain problems. Furthermore, the
system with a load introduces additional sources of errors. For example, it is
assumed in the design of the controller structure that in an equilibrium, the load
is located exactly underneath the quadcopter. However, there might be a slight
mismatch between the position of the load as detected by the motion capture
system and the actual center of gravity of the load. Similarly, the point where the
rope is attached to the quadcopter may also be different from the position of the
quadcopter that is detected by the motion capture system.
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7. Conclusions and Future Work
The control law presented in this thesis has a modular structure that consists of a
nonlinear attitude controller, that was designed by using a backstepping procedure,
and a position controller. This has the advantage that the position controller can be
chosen as a bounded control law such that the control law works well even at a large
distance from the desired trajectory whereas many feedback approaches such as [20]
assume that the position error is small. The attitude control law uses the measured
position of the load and can therefore react to unexpected disturbances that act on
the load. This is an advantage over approaches that use offline design of a trajectory
for a system consisting of a quadcopter and a load and then use a feedback control
law that acts only on the position of the quadcopter itself such as [18, 19]. Another
advantage is the low numerical complexity compared to approaches that depend
on the calculation of optimal trajectories for the system such as [19]. These useful
theoretical properties of the control law could be confirmed in simulations and also
hold for a more realistic model of a quadcopter than the one that was used for the
design of the control law.

In the experiments with actual quadcopters, the controller managed to stabilize
the position of the load with relatively little vibration. However, these experiments
did not work reliably and there was an offset between the desired position and the
actual position of the load.

7.1. Future Work
One area that would profit from further investigation is the tracking error and
robustness of the controller that has been presented. A better understanding of the
dynamics of the quadcopter including its onboard controller might be helpful in this
process. This might allow to compensate for certain effects that are currently not
considered in the model or the design of the control law. A more accurate model
might also help to make the simulation results and the results from the real world
experiments more similar to each other and thereby provide a better way to test
the implementation without a risk of damaging the quadcopter. Furthermore, a
detailed theoretical and numerical analysis of the robustness of the control law with
respect to disturbances, delays and inaccurate parameters might help improving
the controller.
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Another area for future research is the extension of the presented control law to
several quadcopters that carry a single load. As most aerial vehicles have a fairly
limited payload capacity, this might widen the range of possible applications of
this controller.
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A. Useful Mathematical Properties

A.1. Properties of the Euclidean Norm
The derivative of the euclidean norm of a vector v ∈ Rn is

∂‖v‖
∂v

= vT

‖v‖
.

For signals v(t) ∈ Rn, the derivative w. r. t. the time t is

d‖v(t)‖
dt = ∂‖v‖

∂v
v̇ = vTv̇

‖v‖
.

A.2. Derivatives of Normalized and Unitary Vectors
The derivative of normalized vectors n(t) = v(t)

‖v(t)‖ (for ‖v‖ 6= 0) is

dn(t)
dt = d

dt

(
v(t)
‖v(t)‖

)
= v̇

‖v‖
− v v

Tv̇

‖v‖3 = (I − nnT) v̇

‖v‖
(A.1)

which is orthogonal to n (and thereby v).

A.3. Properties of Skew-Symmetric and Projection
Matrices

For real skew symmetric 3×3-matices S(ω), the following properties S(a)b = −S(b)a
and RS(a)b = S(Ra)Rb where R ∈ SO(3) hold.
The symmetric matrix I − rrT projects vectors on a plane that has the unit

vector r as its normal vector. This matrix I − rrT with ‖r‖ = 1 is equal to
(I − rrT)(I − rrT):

I − rrT = I − 2rrT + rrTrrT = I − rrT (A.2)

Proposition A.1. If r ∈ R2 and ‖r‖ = 1, then I − rrT = −S(1)rrTS(1) holds.
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Proof. With r =
(
r1 r2

)T
, ‖r‖ = r2

1+r2
2 = 1 and S(1)T = −S(1) (skew-symmetry),

simple calculations yield

I − rrT =
(

1− r2
1 −r1r2

−r2r1 1− r2
2

)
=
(

r2
2 −r2r1

−r1r2 r2
1

)
=
(
−r2
r1

)(
−r2 r1

)
= (S(1)r)(S(1)r)T = −S(1)rrTS(1) .

With v ∈ R2 this implies

(I − rrT)v = S(1)rvTS(1)r . (A.3)

Similar in 3D: Vector triple product in general states

S(a)S(b)c = b(aTc)− c(aTb) (A.4)

This can be used to verify the 3D-equivalent of equation (A.3). Plugging in ‖r‖ = 1
yields U(rTr)− r(rTU) = S(r)S(U)r which is equivalent to

(I − rrT)U = S(r)S(U)r (A.5)
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